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We study the dynamics of an atomic BEC subject to local dissipation in the form of atom losses.
We show there is a critical loss rate at which the system undergoes a continuous dissipative phase
transition from a homogenous state into a state which contains a sonic horizon. The latter dras-
tically alters the behavior of the system by screening the drain. Dissipation leads to two types of
fluctuations. First, fluctuations are generated by particles emitted in the reservoir. Both above and
below the critical loss, these result in thermal emission of phonons with a temperature set by the
loss rate and the chemical potential. The second type of fluctuation results from scattering on the
drain and gives rise to a particular correlation pattern that can be observed in the density-density
correlation. Aside from correlations between in an out scattered modes, outgoing particles are cor-
related with localized modes through a process that is reminiscent of Hawking radiation. Finally,
we briefly discuss the dynamics of the system when there are two drains, in which case it is possible
to construct a black hole laser.
INTRODUCTION
Ultimately, every quantum system is coupled to an en-
vironment. This coupling is detrimental in many systems
as it causes quantum system to decohere; washing out
many interesting quantum phenomena as they tend to
be rather fragile. Great strides have been made in isolat-
ing and coherently controlling many-body quantum sys-
tems, e.g. cold-atoms [1, 2], Rydberg atoms [3], trapped
ions [4], superconducting circuits [5].
However, controlled coupling to an environment can
also be a resource to prepare complex entangled quantum
states [6–9] and it can even be used to perform univer-
sal quantum computation [10]. By combining coherent
control with suitably engineered dissipative operations
one can achieve more complex dynamics than in closed
systems. The dynamics of open systems is governed by
an interplay between the intrinsic unitary dynamics of
the system and the coupling to the environment. This
interplay is absent in the closed system and such com-
petition can thus lead to interesting non-equilibrium sta-
tionary states (NESS) that can not exist in equilibrium.
These non-equilibrium steady states are fixed points of
the dissipative Liouvillian and just like ground states of
quantum systems – who’s properties might change dras-
tically by changing a parameter in the Hamiltonian– the
nature of the NESS might depend on a parameter in the
Liouvillian. In that sense, systems can undergo a non-
equilibrium quantum phase transition [11–13].
To arrive at an interesting state one typically has to
drive the system, this drive can be coherent such as
pumping a cavity with a laser [14, 15] or incoherent. The
latter is more in the spirit of transport measurements
where we connect the system to two or more reservoirs
to study steady state transport properties. Such trans-
port measurements, have historically been of great in-
sight in probing quantum phenomena, e.g. quantum Hall
or the Kondo effect. Recently significant progress has
been made in conducting transport experiments in cold-
atomic systems [16–19].
One of the intriguing experimental tools available in
non-equilibrium condensates is the possibility to gen-
erate a sonic event horizon [20–23]. These systems
provide an analog simulation for semi-classical gravity
and emit Hawking radiation [24, 25], as shown by Un-
ruh [26]. Spontaneous emission of sound waves in moving
atomic BEC’s was recently experimentally shown [27],
after an earlier experiment already in the same system
already showed stimulated emission [28]. The latter is
the cold atomic version of the pioneering water tank ex-
periment [29].
Arguably, in all of these proposals and experiments
the behavior of the waves is fairly well understood and
captured well within the hydrodynamic theory. In that
respect, questions have been raised about how much we
can learn about the mysteries surrounding real black
holes [30]. In this work we show the importance of UV
modes, providing insight into the trans-planckian prob-
lem [31] and the information paradox [32].
Environment
System
Loss γ
Figure 1. Setup Atoms are confined in a quasi-one-
dimensional tube but can leave the system at the drain with
rate γ. We will consider the system and enviroment to be in
the ground state before we suddenly switch on the loss.
We study the formation of a NESS in a BEC subjected
to local losses, see Fig. 1. Because the loss is local, the
system serves as its own drive and a non-trivial steady
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2state is established in the thermodynamic limit. We will
show that–through an interplay between condensate de-
pletion and superfluid flow– a Planck size black hole is
formed above a critical dissipation strength. While the
hydrodynamic gravitiational analogue correctly identifies
the onset of Hawking radiation, it fails to correctly cap-
ture the full physics. Unlike in quantum gravity, the UV
completion of the problem is known and a microscopic
calculation reveals the buildup of correlations between
localized and propagating excitations.
NON-EQUILIBRIUM STEADY STATE
Consider an elongated BEC in which the transverse
confinement is tight enough so that transverse modes are
completely gapped out. The effectively one-dimensional
system is therefore well described by the Hamiltonian:
H =
∫
dx
[
~2
2m
∂xψ
†(x)∂xψ(x) +
g
2
ψ†(x)ψ†(x)ψ(x)ψ(x)
]
,
where m is the mass of the atoms, g is the 1-D effective
interaction strength and ψ†(x) creates a boson at posi-
tion x. Next we couple the system locally to an ideal
zero temperature reservoir, which provides a sink which
gives rise to a Markov-like loss process for the atoms.
The reduced density matrix ρ of the atomic cloud can be
described by the following Lindlbad master equation:
ρ˙ = − i
~
[H, ρ] +D(ρ), (1)
where the dissipative part is given by
D(ρ) =
∫
dxγ(x)
(
2ψ(x)ρψ†(x)− {ψ†(x)ψ(x), ρ}) .
Here γ(x) sets the local strength of the atom loss and for
most of the paper we’ll consider it completely local, i.e.
γ(x) = γδ(x). Exact simulation of the dynamics (1) for
the reduced density matrix is numerically very challeng-
ing. However, for weakly interacting systems the exact
dynamics is well captured within the so-called truncated
Wigner approximation (TWA) [33–35]. The method goes
beyond the time-dependent Bogoliubov approach, as it
incorporates the backreaction of the fluctuations on the
condensates. It moreover allows to naturally incorporate
both initial quantum fluctuations in atomic cloud as well
as fluctuations induced by coupling to an external reser-
voir. The dynamics of the system is effectively described
by a stochastic Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE):
i~∂tψ =
(
− ~
2
2m
∂2xψ + g|ψ|2 − i~γδ(x)
)
ψ + η(t)δ(x),
(2)
where η is Gaussian distributed complex-valued white
noise with zero mean 〈η(t)〉 = 0 and covariance
〈η∗(t)η(s)〉 = ~2γδ(t − s). At t = 0, before the BEC is
coupled to the reservoir, the condensate is homogenous
and the system is taken to be in the Bogoliubov ground
state. Within TWA this implies:
ψ0(x) =
√
n0 +
∑
k
(uk(x)ak + vk(x)a
∗
k) , (3)
where uk(x) and vk(x) are Bogoliubov eigenvectors and
the ak’s are Gaussian distributed complex random num-
bers with zero mean 〈ak〉 = 0 and covariance 〈a∗kaq〉 =
δk,q/2. Expectation values of any observable can simply
be computed by averaging the correspoding Weyl sym-
bol [34] over the classical fields ψ(x, t) obtained by prop-
agating the random initial states (3) with the stochastic
GPE (2).
Figure 2 show the numerical solution of the GPE for
various loss rates. After a short transient, which creates
a dip in the condensate around the drain, the conden-
sate stops depleting around the drain but the dip bal-
listically spreads throughout the system. Moreover, for
small losses there is a nice linear profile for the phase
(see Fig. 3) within the causal sound-cone, i.e. there is a
homogeneous influx of atoms at velocity v . At the criti-
cal loss rate – when the local condensate flow equals the
local speed of sound – a sonic horizon is formed around
the drain. The latter drastically alters the behavior of
the system. While the velocity keeps increasing inside
the black hole, it starts to decrease outside the horizon
with increasing loss. Similarly, the density inside the
black hole keeps decreasing while it starts to increase
again outside. Outside of the black hole, we again see
homogenous depletion of the condensate in the causal re-
gion (see Fig. 4). Somewhat surprisingly, the phase pro-
file at strong dissipation is remarkably similar to the one
at weak dissipation. Outside of the horizon, the phase
profile is still linear. Around the drain, a localized peak
appears.
To understand the numerics, its instructive to first con-
sider the classical (mean-field) limit, i.e. the evolution of
the system in absence of quantum fluctuations. Remark-
ably, the GPE allows for a non-equilibrium stationary
state in thermodynamic limit. Indeed, assuming the den-
sity to be homogenous, the condensate wave function can
be expressed as ψS(x, t) =
√
neiS(x)/~e−iµt/~, resulting in
the following equations of motion for the phase
∂2xS = −2mγδ(x) and µ =
(∂xS)
2
2m
+ gn. (4)
The Green’s function of the Laplacian in 1D is just a
triangular potenial, consequently we can simulationsly
satisfy both equations (4) by:
S = −mγ|x| and µ = mγ
2
2
+ gn. (5)
The chemical potential is thus increased by the kinetic
energy in the flow. This clearly explains the behavoir of
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Figure 2. Condensate density and current The local
speed of light c2 = gn/m (in black) and the squared superfluid
velocity v2 = (∂xS/m)
2 (in green). Panel A shows the behav-
ior at low loss rate, i.e. below the critical loss. The condensate
gets depleted homogenously within the causal ballistic region.
The induced superfluid current moves at a velocity equal to
the loss rate v. At the critical loss v2 = c2, a horizon is formed
around the drain. Panel B shows the behavior above the crit-
ical loss. While the velocity keeps increasing inside the black
hole, it starts to decrease outside the horizon with increasing
loss.
the condensate below the critical loss. After some short
transient, the system goes into a simple quasi-stationary
state in which the linear phase profile spread ballisti-
cally through the system. Note that the original sig-
nal moves in an unperturbed system such that the phase
front moves at the bare speed of sound c0. However, af-
ter the initial transient the condensate is depleted a bit
and a constant inflow with velocity γ is established. Con-
sequently, signals only propagate at a velocity c(x) − γ,
where c(x) is the new speed of sound (see Fig. 4). This
mismatch in velocities is responsible for the shape of the
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Figure 3. Condensate Phase The condensate phase at t =
200 after switching on the loss for a loss rate γ = 0.1 (A)
and γ = 3 (B). Outside the sound cone the phase is zero and
inside is almost perfectly described by the stationary solution
S = Et − v|x| (red line). At weak coupling v = γ while at
strong coupling it decreases like v ∝ 1/γ. Above the critical
loss, an additional localized peak appears in the phase (see
inset in panel B).
density profile in panel A of Fig. 2.
With increasing dissipation, the condensate is further
depleted, and at some point the inflow γ would exceed
the local speed of sound. At that point the system de-
velops an inhomogeneous stationary state. The latter
can also be found analytically. The homogenous solu-
tion, apart from satisfying eq. (4), can be thought of
a two solutions of the isolated GPE equation suitable
matched at the drain. In absence of dissipation, the 1D
GPE however also has inhomogeneous integrable solu-
tions. For repulsive interactions those are dark solutions,
i.e. ψ ∝ tanh(x). These solutions have no current, so can
not be stationary solutions of the dissipative problem,
but grey solutions might be. Taking two grey solutions
that flow in opposite direction and matching them in the
origin:
ψ =
√
n
(
i
mvξ
~
+ α tanh(α|x|/ξ)
)
e−i(mv|x|−µt)/~, (6)
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Figure 4. Critical loss The density at the drain decreases
with increasing loss rate (full black line) at the same the ve-
locity at the drain increases (full grey line). At the critical
loss rate, the speed of sound at the drain equals the speed
of the flow and an horizon is created. Whereas the density
(phase) keeps increasing (decreasing) at the drain, outside of
the horizon we see a recovery of the density (dashed orange)
and phase (dashed green).
with the inverse Lorentz factor and chemical potential
α =
√
1− v
2
c2
, µ = gnα2 +
3mv2
2
, (7)
we indeed find that we can satisfy the GPE equation for
x 6= 0. Note that this is a solution for any v. The cusp in
the GPE solution can be used to match the dissipative
contribution to the GPE at x = 0, fixing the velocity to
v =
c2
γ
. (8)
This is in perfect agreement with the numerics. Above
the critical loss rate the velocity outside the horizon is
inversely proportional to the dissipation rate while it is
exactly linear below the critical loss rate, see Fig. 4. The
stationary flow rate changes continuously with γ but has
a cusp at the critical loss rate suggesting that γ drives
the system through a continuous dissipative phase tran-
sition. The distinction between weak and strong dissipa-
tion is not just some smooth crossover but rather a gen-
uine transition. Recall we gave a microscopic description
of why, below the critical loss, it takes longer to develop
the stationary state with increasing loss. The latter can
now simply be re-interpreted as critical slowing down of
the dynamics because we bring the system closer to the
critical point.
Since the loss rate controls the flow velocity, which in
turn controls the effective red-shift of all the scales we
simply get ν = 1/2 and since time and space scale in the
same way the dynamical exponent z = 1.
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Figure 5. Critical condensate Critical condensate density
and phase. The results show collapsed data for times t = 0
to t = 500. The black dashed line shows the analytic result.
So far, we have not discussed what the critical dissi-
pation strength exactly is. Neither of the two stationary
solutions allow us to uniquely fix the value of the critical
point since they are stationary solutions for any remain-
ing condensate density. To do so, we need to take a
closer look into the critical state of the system. Exactly
at the critical loss it would take infinitely long to develop
a homogenous background density and so the system is
stuck in the transient state. Recall from Fig. 2 that this
transient regime is accompanied with a quadratic onset
of the phase, such that the velocity linearly interpolates
between 0 at the causal horizon and γ inside the depleted
region. Since the system is stuck in this transient regime,
let’s assume that the phase S at the critical point de-
pends quadratically on x. Imposing the constraint that
the velocity vanishes when x = c0t and imposing that
the density n(x) equals the unperturbed density at the
same point we find a unique solution the GPE within
5Thomas-Fermi approximation:
n =
4n0
9
( |x|
2c0t
+ 1
)2
, S =
c20t
3
( |x|
c0t
− 1
)2
−c20t. (9)
The solution is completely fixed by the boundary condi-
tions at x = c0t, hence there is no more free parameter to
fix the cusp in the phase in the origin. The latter uniquely
fixes the critical point as it implies that this can only be
solution of the dissipative GPE for γ = 2c0/3. This is in
perfect agreement with the numerical results in Fig. 4.
Moreover, in Fig. 5 we compare the analytical solutions
of the critical density and phase with the numerical re-
sults. We observe almost perfect collapse on the analytic
result. Corroborating the existence of a dissipative phase
transition at γ = 2c0/3.
FLUCTUATIONS
The classical condensate undergoes some interesting
dynamics due to the local loss, but what about the quan-
tum fluctuations? Is there anything interesting in the
noise correlations of system?
In the semi-classical limit, where we neglect the effects
of the quantum pressure, small phase fluctuations δS
around the stationary state are approximately described
by a relativistic wave equation [20, 23]:
1√−g ∂µ
√−ggµν∂ν δS = 0, (10)
where
gµν =
[
1 v
v v2 − c2
]
, (11)
g = det gµν , v = ∂xS/m and c = gn/m. This suggest
that nothing special happens below the critical loss rate
and a horizon will be formed at the critical loss from
which one could expect Hawking emission. However, a
critical analysis shows that neither regimes can be treated
in the hydrodynamic approximation. In the subcritical
region, the condensate is homogenous and flow is con-
stant on either side of the drain but is discontinuous at
the drain. The effect of the latter is beyond the acoustic
metric approximation. Also, above the critical loss the
hydrodynamic description breaks down. Eventhough the
horizon could be very far away from the drain, we know
from (6) that it’s actually always at the red shifted heal-
ing length. The latter once more implies that we can not
neglect uv-properties of the system.
As long as the system is dilute, small fluctuations χ
around the condensate ψ0 can still be treated in Bogoli-
ubov approximation. From this point on, let us work
in units of ~ = m = gn = 1, such that the Bogoliubov
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Figure 6. Bogoliubov dispersion The black lines show the
usual positive norm Bogoliubov modes. Both have completely
real wave vectors at positive energy. The red lines show the
negative Bogoliubov norm modes. The latter have complex
wave vectors, the full line shows the real part of k while the
dashed line shows the imaginary part. Figure shows the dis-
persion on the left of the drain for at v = 0.7c.
equations become
i~∂t
(
χ
χ∗
)
=
(
H0 (ψ0)
2
−(ψ∗0)2 −H†0
)(
χ
χ∗
)
+ δ(x)
(
η(t)
η∗(t)
)
,
(12)
where
H0 = −1
2
∂2x + 2|ψ0|2 − µ− iγδ(x)
Far from the drain, the eigenvectors of the Bogoliubov
problem can be found exactly; both below and above
the critical loss. Consequently, we can analyze the dy-
namics of the fluctuations by constructing the scattering
solutions. The aymptotic stationary solutions are of the
form
χ(x, t) = e−iωtu(x) + eiωtv∗(x), (13)
where we restrict to positive frequencies. The latter is
not crucial but avoids double counting the same mode.
Let’s first focuss on the behavior below the critical loss.
In that case the system is homogenous and the eigenvec-
tors are simply plane waves, such that we get the usual
Bogoliubov dispersion:
(ω − vk)2 =
(
k2
2
+ 1
)2
− 1. (14)
Note that the set of Bogoliubov equations are forth or-
der secular equations in k. We thus need 4 independent
solutions at every frequency in order to satisfy the bound-
ary conditions. Apart from the two propagating modes
there are two additional complex solutions to eq. (14),
see Fig. 6. These complex solutions simply represent
6evanescent solutions to the Bogoliubov equations. More-
over, these solutions have negative Bogoliubov norm, i.e.
|u|2−|v|2 = −1 such that upon quantization creation and
annihilation operators are switched. Consequently, any
process that can couple the propagating positive norm so-
lution and the localized negative norm solution will result
in spontaneous creation of particles out of the vacuum.
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Figure 7. Scattering modes The scattering problem in-
volves a set of 8 modes. Apart from the usual in and out
propagating modes on the left and right, denotes by Ain/out
and Bin/out respectively. There are two evanescent modes,
Aloc and Bloc and there is the vacuum noise η caused by the
dissipation.
In our dissipative problem there is a second process
that can lead to particle generation. Apart from mix-
ing positive and negative norm Bogoliubov modes of the
condensate, quantum noise from the dissipation also en-
ters the system, see Fig. 7. On the quantum level the
process is similar to the mixing between the evanescent
and propagating modes. Just as the latter, this process
involves two mode squeezing. Since the dissipation re-
moves atoms, its quantum vacuum is simply the state
with no atoms inside. However, the quantum vacuum of
the condensate is the state with no Bogoliubov excita-
tions, hence annihilating an atom involves squeezing the
condensate-reservoir state. The main difference with the
former process is that, unlike the localized modes in the
condensate, we don’t have access to the reservoir and we
can only measure its effect on the condensate.
Figure 8 shows the solution the scattering problem at
weak dissipation, much below the critical loss. As ex-
pected, most of the incoming wave is transmitted but
O(γ2) is reflected back. At zero frequency, there is is no
coupling to the evanescent modes as the intensity in that
mode increases quadratically with frequency. The latter
was recently observed in Ref. [36]; the vanishing matrix
elements was linked to the absence of static black hole
hair [37].
As shown in panel B of Fig. 8, the dominant process
at low frequency is actually outcoupling of the dissipa-
tive noise η into the outgoing and evanescent modes in
the condensate. Let us thus first restrict our attention
to the noise modes. At low frequency we can find the
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Figure 8. Scattering solutions Different components of the
S-matrix for relatively weak dissipation of γ = 0.1 are shown.
Panel A shows that the incident wave is almost completely
transmitted (red line), small part is reflected (blue line) and
a small part scatters into the evanescent modes (purple line).
Panel B shows the S-matrix elements for the coupling to the
quantum noise from the dissipation. The blue line shows the
intensity in the outgoing channel and the purple line shows
the coupling to the localized mode.
asymptotic values of the S-matrix analytically, moreover
we can just focuss on one of the sides since everything is
symmetric. The outgoing modes have:
Sout(ω) =
√
1
2(1 + v)ω
(
e−iφη + eiφη∗
)
, (15)
where cosφ = v. Note that this implies that the number
of phonons in the outgoing mode is
pout(ω) = |Sout(ω)|2 = 1
2(1 + v)ω
∣∣e−iφη + eiφη∗∣∣2 ,
(16)
7averaging over the noise yields:
pout(ω) =
v
1 + v
1
ω
. (17)
We thus get classical equipartition and the temperature
is kbT = v/(c + v)µ. Remarkably, we still get thermal
behavior just like Hawking radiation, eventhough there
is no horizon in the acoustic metric.
The thermal occupation of phonons can be seen in the
fluctuations of the atomic condensate. Indeed, at low
energy the Bogoliubov coefficients are
uout ≈ −vout ≈
√
1− v
2ω
, (18)
while the wave vector of the outgoing modes is simply
kout = ω/(1− v). Consequently, after averaging over the
noise and integrating over all frequencies we obtain the
following expression for the condensate fluctuations:
nout(x, t) =
〈
χ†(x, t)χ(x, t)
〉
=
1
2
v
1 + v
||x| − (1− v)t|.
(19)
The temperature is thus directly related spatial deriva-
tive of the condensate fluctuations. Unlike the phonon
occupation, the latter can directly be extracted from
TWA simulations. In fig. 9, we show excellent agreement
between the simulations and the Bogoliubov scattering
theory.
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Figure 9. Condensate fluctuations Plot shows the scaled
density fluctuations for TWA simulations at γ = 0.1. The
dashed line shows the analytic result based on the scattering
solutions of the Bogoliubov theory.
Single particle fluctuations are completely dominated
by fluctuations induced by coupling to the external reser-
voir. However, since single particles are annihilated by
the dissipation, those fluctuations are independent to or-
der γ. Correlations between successive events are only of
order γ2. Consequently, almost all those fluctuations can
be removed by looking at density-density correlation:
g(2)(x, x′) =
〈
ψ†(x)ψ†(x′)ψ(x′)ψ(x)
〉
c
〈ψ†(x)ψ(x)〉 〈ψ†(x′)ψ(x′)〉 (20)
Indeed, computing the density-density correlations be-
tween the outgoing modes using (15) immediately shows
all terms of order η2 cancel. Contributions to g(2) are
only due to genuine two-particle noise correlations. Not
only are those of O(γ2), they are further suppressed by
a factor 1/n which makes them completely irrelevant.
Two particle correlations are therefore induced by co-
herent scattering processes between atoms in the con-
densate. As shown in panel A of Fig. 8, scattering to the
localized mode is largely suppressed at low frequency. At
zero frequency, the reflection and transmission actually
become
r = − v√
1− v2 , t =
1√
1− v2 . (21)
In order to look at two-particle fluctuations we must sim-
ply check what happens to the initial g(2)(x, x′) because
of the scattering in the origin. Firstly, recall that the
isolated condensate has particle anti-bunching because
of interactions. The latter can also be thought of as a
positive correlation between holes. Particles are being
annihilated and so our scattering process is non-unitary.
For weak loss O(v) particles are annihilated from either
side or an extra amount of v holes is created. There-
fore we expected amplification of g(2)(x, x′) close to the
diagonal by a factor of v. The only other process that
contributes to the density-density correlation is the cor-
relation between the back-reflected and the transmitted
wave. Those should have a correlation which is propor-
tional to r × t and should appear on the anti-diagonal
x = −x′. Because there is a phase-shift op pi upon re-
flection, those processes should be positively correlated.
Moreover, the signal from the left and the right do not
add up as the back-scattered waves travel in opposite di-
rection. Therefore, we expect the signal to be about half
as strong as the extra anti-bunching on the diagonal. Nu-
merically we extract g(2) from a microscopic simulation
using TWA. The result’s shown in panel A of Fig. 10
agree well with the expectations from scattering theory.
The same procedure can be repeated to construct the
scattering solution above the critical loss. The exact Bo-
goliubov modes for the inhomogeneous condensate (6)
have been constructed in Ref. [38]. Remarkably, even-
though there seems to be an acoustic horizon, the dis-
persion of the eigenmodes is exactly the same as (14).
There are no supersonic modes and the only negative
norm modes are the same evanescent modes as before.
However, as show in Fig. 11 for γ = 10, the coupling to
this evanescent modes has drastically changed behavior.
The S-matrix elements have picked up an extra factor of
1/
√
ω, making them relevant in the IR. For the single par-
ticle fluctuations it induces an additional dip in the con-
densate fluctuations around the drain, see Fig. 12. The
density-density correlations are shown for γ = 2 in panel
B of Fig. 10. We get the same additional anti-bunching
on the diagonal but the positive correlation between re-
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Figure 10. Density-Density correlation After connecting
the condensate to the reservoir correlations develop in the
system. Panel A shows g(2)(x, x′) for γ = 0.1 after t = 100.
Panel B shows g(2)(x, x′) for γ = 2 after t = 100. Both
panels only shows the difference between time-dependent cor-
relations and the initial correlations in the system. Moreover,
they are normalized with respect to the initial diagonal den-
sity correlation, this way the results is of order γ. Data is
computed from 104 TWA realizations.
flected and transmitted particles has become negative.
The latter is consistent with the absence of a phase shift
in the scattering problem. More strikingly, correlations
between scattered and localized modes shown up. While
the correlations between reflected and localized waves is
negative, it is positive between transmitted and localized
modes.
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Figure 11. Scattering solutions Different components of
the S-matrix for strong dissipation of γ = 10 are shown. Panel
A shows that the incident wave is mostly transmitted (red
line), small part is reflected (blue line) and a small part scat-
ters into the evanescent modes (purple line for reflected and
yellow for transmitted). Panel B shows the S-matrix elements
for the coupling to the quantum noise from the dissipation.
The blue line shows the intensity in the outgoing channel and
the purple line shows the coupling to the localized mode.
2 DRAINS AND LASING
While the density-density correlation shows clear cor-
relations between localized and emitted particles in the
Hawking regime, one might still be concerned with the
coherent nature of the process. If coherent, two black
holes should be able to stimulate emission in each-other,
effectively resulting in a black hole laser. The las-
ing instability was first experimentally shown in exper-
iment [28]. By inducing (incoherent) dissipation at two
spatially separated points, we can induce two indepen-
dent flows. However, once the two drains are in each
other causal region, we expect the flow in between the two
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Figure 12. Condensate fluctuations Plot shows the scaled
density fluctuations for TWA simulations at γ = 2. Compared
to Fig. 9 a significant dip is present around the drain caused
by coupling to the evanescent modes
drains to stop whereas the flow from the outside should
be about twice as large as that of an individual drain.
This implies the threshold for forming a horizon is dras-
tically reduced. Moreover, this asymmetry in the flow
around every drain allows for soliton shedding [39]. As
shown in Ref. [40], solitons are shedded in the subsonic
side; in the case in between the two drains (see Fig. 13).
However, for a fixed distance between the drains, the sys-
tem can only accommodate a finite amount of solitons
such that the process saturates after some time. The
resulting density-density correlation is shown in Fig. 14
in the lasing regime. Strong correlations develop in the
subsonic region in between the drains. A detailed numer-
ical study of soliton emission and its relation to Hawking
lasing was recently performed in Ref. [41]. The present
configuration is one of the simplest multi-drain configu-
rations to consider as the drains are completely balanced.
Interesting spatio-temporal order seems to arises in situ-
ations in which the drains are unbalanced. The behavior
of the latter is poorly understood and warrants further
research.
EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this work we presented a detailed analysis of the evo-
lution of a dissipative BEC into a NESS , including the
formation of non-equilibrium correlations in the system.
We conclude the manuscript with a brief discussion on
some experimental considerations. To observe the ther-
mal radiation of Bogoliubov phonons directly, the con-
densate must be cooled below the Hawking temperature
before the dissipation is switched on. The latter is al-
ways smaller than the chemical potential but for realis-
tic parameters of the dissipation it is of the same order.
Cooling to temperatures below the chemical potential in
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Figure 13. Two drain density The density is shown for two
drains located L = 60ξ away from each other. At weak loss,
the result is close to a superposition of two individual drains;
panel A for γ = 0.1. However, when the loss exceeds a critical
value such that the combined flow generates a horizon, the
result is drastically different. As shown in panel B for γ = 0.4,
solitons are generated at the drains and fill up the region in
between the horizons.
a 1D degenerate quantum gas is challenging, as stan-
dard evaportive cooling becomes inefficient. However,
temperatures as low as 0.25µ have recently been demon-
strated by coherently outcoupling atoms using a weak
rf-drive [42]. For sufficiently cold initial condensates, the
Hawking temperature can be extracted from correlations
in the density specle pattern after time-of-flight expan-
sion [43, 44] or by performing an interference experiment
on two condensates.
Density-density correlations can be extracted from di-
rect measurements of the density. At best, those are shot-
noise limited. As shown in Fig. 10, the signal is a frac-
tion of the initial g(2)(0, 0) and the latter scales inversely
with the dilution parameter nξ. In a typical experiment
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Figure 14. Correlations hawking laser Strong correlations
develop in the Hawking laser. Figure shows g2 for two drains
located at L = 30ξ. Data is computed from 104 TWA real-
izations.
it’s reasonable to expect nξ ≈ 10. For γ = 0.1, expected
density-density correlations are therefore of O(10−2); im-
plying there is about 1 correlated fluctuation in every
healing length. Since the shot noise scales with
√
nξ,
O(100) measurements are required to get sufficient statis-
tics to resolve the predicted correlation pattern. Alterna-
tively, correlations in phase fluctuations provide comple-
mentary information to the density-density correlations
and can be measured by interfering two condensates. The
most challenging part of our proposal is the realization
of controlled local loss. In particular, the loss has to be
engineered on a scale comparible to the healing length.
Loss applied over an extended region results in a lasing
instability comparible to the 2 drain results shown above.
Finally, throughout this work we have focussed on the
behavior of a BEC. However, most features are expected
to be generic to a broad class of systems. Any system
that, in the hydrodynamic limit, can be described by
a relativistic wave equation and which has a violation of
Lorentz-invariance at higher energy that allows for super-
sonic propagation of excitations is expected to undergo
a similar instability towards a black hole state.
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